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Abstract

Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are similar to normal stem cells in their ability to self-renew and to generate large populations of more differentiated descendants. In contrast to the hierarchical organization that is presumed to be the prevalent mode of normal tissue homeostasis, phenotypic plasticity allows cancer cells to dynamically enter into and exit from stem-cell states. The Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) has been closely associated with the acquisition of both invasive and stem-cell properties in cancer cells. Thereby, EMT programs emerge as important regulators of phenotypic plasticity in cancer cells including their entrance into stem-cell states. Much is still to be learned about the regulation of EMTs through epigenetic mechanisms in cancer cells and the contributions that EMT programs make to normal tissue homeostasis.
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Concept and detection of cancer stem cells

Despite ongoing debate about their existence and provenance, the discovery of cancer stem cells (CSCs) within tumors has provided an important conceptual framework that has proven highly useful for understanding intratumoral heterogeneity.1,2 CSCs are operationally defined through their ability to generate tumors with high efficiency when implanted in limiting dilution into immunocompromised host mice; implicit in their tumorigenic powers is an ability to self-renew, and to give rise to progeny that lack this ability. For a comprehensive review on methods to quantify CSCs, see Alison et al.3

Analogous to the unidirectional, cellular organization that has been associated with the cells in the bone marrow, CSCs are often described as cells sitting at the apex of a hierarchy, as defined by tumor-initiating potential.4 CSCs were prospectively isolated first from acute myeloid leukemias based on cell-surface marker expression5, and later in solid malignancies such as breast6, brain7, colon8,9 and pancreatic cancer.10

Importantly, the existing model of CSCs does not dictate that they invariably comprise only rare subpopulations within tumors.11 Instead, their representation within neoplastic cell populations may be affected by the genetic modifications that cancer cells have accumulated
as well as a variety of contextual signals that such tumors experience in the tumor microenvironment. Furthermore, the quantification of CSCs in a population of tumor cells is never absolute, but instead depends on the precise specifications of the tumor-initiating assay used to test for their presence. Tumor-initiating rates of human melanoma cells have been shown to vary greatly in mouse strains with differing degrees of immunosuppression. Moreover, tumor-initiating assays used to quantify CSCs have also proven highly useful in gauging tumor aggressiveness and heterogeneity: recent evidence suggests that the aggressive clinical behavior of primary breast cancer samples can be correlated with their stem-cell content.

Cancer stem cells and multi-step tumor progression

A major conceptual challenge has been to integrate the CSC model with the widely accepted clonal succession model of tumor progression first proposed by Nowell. In the latter, the multistep progression of tumors is said to reflect a sequence of clonal successions, each one of which is triggered by the acquisition of an advantageous mutation. Such a mutation confers on the mutant cell an ability to overgrow other cells in the neighborhood and ultimately to spawn a large cohort of descendants; in one of these descendants, yet another mutation occurs that triggers a new round of clonal expansion and succession. Altogether, half a dozen or more such clonial successions are likely to define the multi-step progression of common human tumors, each reflecting the acquisition of a critical genetic or heritable epigenetic change by the involved cells.

A simple model integrating CSCs and clonal succession proposes that normal stem cells (SCs) acquire an initial mutation and evolve into a mutant SC population; the latter continues to generate, like their normal SC precursors, more differentiated descendants (Figure 1a). Cells within the initially formed mutant SC population may then acquire yet another mutation and thereby evolve into an incrementally more neoplastic SC population. The end product of these multiple steps, in which one SC population evolves progressively into another, is a fully neoplastic SC, i.e., a CSC with tumor-initiating potential. Importantly, at each stage of tumor progression, a SC subpopulation of cells co-exists with their genetically identical, but more differentiated progeny. Hence, the hierarchy of SCs spawning non-SCs is reconstructed at each step of multi-step progression.

This model of one SC population evolving into CSCs is burdened by at least two major conceptual difficulties. First, the mutations that strike the preneoplastic SC populations (and subsequently their more neoplastic SC derivatives) occur at a low rate per cell generation, perhaps as low as one per million cell divisions. Such estimates have recently been substantiated by visualization of replication error mutations in live cells in vitro. These numbers create a major dilemma, since the overall size of each of these SC populations is relatively small, and the absolute number of SCs is therefore rather low. Stated differently, the size of the target cell populations in which mutations must strike is very small. Taken together with the generally low rate of mutation, this indicates that a mutation striking a SC population (at various stages of neoplastic progression) is a highly improbable event.

A second conceptual difficulty with the SC evolution model portrayed above derives from the biology of SCs: generally, they divide only occasionally, with the great bulk of the mitotic activity in normal (and likely neoplastic) tissues being exhibited by their more differentiated progenitor/transit-amplifying progeny. At the same time, it is known that mutations strike non-proliferating populations of cells very rarely, a consequence of the fact that many mutations are sustained as a consequence of replication errors including the replication of unrepaired DNA segments. Given the relatively low proliferation rate of SCs, this makes them once again unlikely targets of the mutations that are likely to trigger...
the clonal successions that drive multistep tumor progression. Importantly, lineage tracing experiments suggest that some SCs, particularly in the intestine, can shuttle between a quiescent and actively cycling state. Such “active SCs” have indeed been proposed as targets of transformation.

Generation of cancer stem cells through EMT

These considerations force some revision of the hierarchical model of normal SC and CSC biology. Some insight comes from the recent discovery that epithelial-mesenchymal transitions (EMTs), which were thought to primarily convert epithelial cells (in various states of neoplastic transformation) into cells with mesenchymal attributes, additionally equip more differentiated epithelial cells with stem cell traits. This connection was most unexpected, indeed counterintuitive, as it indicated that various types of epithelial SCs express a wide array of mesenchymal markers. Importantly, these include a series of pleiotropically acting transcription factors (TFs) that are known to be capable, on their own, of inducing EMTs when expressed in epithelial cells. Recently, these EMT-inducing TFs have been molecularly linked to self-renewal programs, either through down regulation of stemness-repressing microRNAs or by directly inducing expression of Bmi-1, a component of the chromatin-remodeling polycomb repressor complex.

Currently available evidence indicates that the EMT-SC connection applies to both normal epithelial cell populations as well as neoplastic cell populations, i.e., populations of carcinoma cells. It seems, therefore, that neoplastic cell populations do not invent a novel SC program to drive their sustained proliferation. Instead, they appear to adopt the SC program that was operative in more normal (or fully normal) antecedent cell populations and to exploit this program in order to organize the complex tissues observed at various stages of neoplastic progression.

This connection between EMT and epithelial SCs indicates that the EMT process is doubly dangerous for the cancer patient: By imparting mesenchymal traits to carcinoma cells, an EMT can confer cell-biological traits associated with high-grade malignancy, including motility, invasiveness and a resistance to apoptosis; these can lead in turn to metastatic dissemination from primary tumors. At the same time, by imparting the trait of self-renewal to carcinoma cells, the EMT creates cancer cells that are qualified to seed the large colonies of cancer cells that form macroscopic metastases.

The EMT may also provide a means to integrate the CSC model with multi-step tumorigenesis. Thus, it is apparent that contextual signals received from a reactive stroma or hypoxia are able to induce carcinoma cells to undergo an EMT. By extension, such contextual signals originating in the tumor microenvironment should also be able to create new CSCs. Hence, in addition to CSCs differentiating into non-CSCs (the canonical CSC model), non-CSCs may be induced, under certain conditions, to dedifferentiate into CSCs, and this dedifferentiation may occur at various stages of malignant progression.

This ability to dedifferentiate makes it possible to reconcile the CSC and multi-step tumor progression models of tumor pathogenesis. In particular, it now becomes attractive to propose that the mutations driving multi-step tumor progression do not strike various SC populations, as indicated above. Instead, such mutations are far more likely to strike transit-amplifying populations. The latter cell populations are far larger, yielding greatly increased numbers of cells that are targets of mutation; at the same time, these populations are generally highly proliferative, indeed representing the lion’s share of the mitotic activity in most tissues. Accordingly, mutations that are first sustained in transit-amplifying/progenitor populations may then be introduced into the corresponding SC populations via an EMT-
driven dedifferentiation process. Once present in the SC pool, such mutant cells can thereafter dominate this pool and generate the multitudinous progeny that, upon differentiation, manifest phenotypically the recently acquired mutant genotype (Figure 1b).

Cancer stem cells and the development of effective therapeutics

The existence of CSCs may also compromise the effectiveness of existing anti-cancer therapeutics and complicate the development of new ones. Thus, the clinical efficacy of therapeutics has traditionally been gauged by their ability to reduce or debulk tumor masses. Such reduction in overall tumor size has been perceived as a major step in preventing tumor progression, allowing extended progression-free survival and perhaps even eliciting durable responses that can be considered curative.

CSCs complicate these assessments of therapeutic success since they imply intratumoral biological heterogeneity. Thus, the distinct subpopulations within a tumor may respond differently to applied therapeutics because of differing sensitivities to the agents being used. If one population constitutes a small minority of cells in a tumor (e.g., CSCs), its behavior may not be gauged by measuring only the total mass of a tumor that has been exposed to one or another treatment. More ominously, if CSC populations are not eradicated when a tumor is being debulked, these residual surviving CSCs may then regenerate new tumor masses and thus, clinical relapses.

This is precisely what has emerged in recent years through studies of a variety of tumors and their responses to therapy. While the data are still fragmentary, it seems increasingly likely that various CSC subpopulations are more resistant to conventional therapeutic regimens relative to the majority populations of non-CSCs with which they co-exist. The mechanistic reasons for their increased resistance are still poorly understood. Nonetheless, the fact that they are indeed more resistant greatly complicates attempts at developing truly durable clinical responses if not cures.

These dynamics are illustrated by the action of the Bcr-Abl tyrosine kinase inhibitor Gleevec, which elicits excellent remission rates in patients with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). However, even after years of treatment, a subpopulation of leukemic cells may persist, presumably containing CSCs, which give rise to clinical relapse in most patients who stop taking the drug. For a comprehensive review, see Rice et al. Indeed, relative resistance to apoptosis following a variety of insults, including standard chemotherapeutic drugs and radiation has emerged as a hallmark of CSCs.

These considerations have forced the development of novel therapeutic strategies to screen for therapeutic agents that can eliminate the CSCs. Stated differently, such drugs may kill CSCs preferentially over non-CSCs. In one strategy, populations of CSCs generated by forcing breast cancer cells through an EMT have been used to screen for agents that preferentially kill these cells relative to their more differentiated non-CSC progeny. Alternatively, agents are being sought that in one fashion or another destabilize CSCs by affecting the specialized microenvironments in which they presumably reside within tumors.

Cancer stem cells – hierarchical organisation vs. phenotypic plasticity

Strategies to specifically target CSCs are complicated by recent lines of evidence suggesting that phenotypic plasticity exists in tumors that allows non-CSCs to acquire CSC traits and, thereby replenish the CSC pool (reviewed by Bomken). Indeed, malignant melanomas may represent the extreme end of such functional plasticity: recently, two studies suggested that reversible epigenetic regulatory mechanisms involving the H3K4 demethylase...
JARID1A\textsuperscript{41, 42} allow melanoma cells to dynamically cycle between a tumor-initiating, CSC-state and a non-tumor initiating cellular state. Extensive transplantation experiments of primary, patient-derived melanoma cells lend further support to this model.\textsuperscript{43} When taken together, these lines of evidence do not refute the importance of stem cell traits for tumor biology, but replace a hierarchical, unidirectional model with one that accommodates dynamic regulation and the interconversion between alternative of cellular states.

Stated differently, the eradication of CSC subpopulations by agents that are targeted against them may in the future allow only a temporary clinical respite, as the surviving non-CSCs may, with a certain probability, dedifferentiate to generate new CSCs. This leads to yet another conclusion: Future durable therapeutic responses will need to target both the CSC and non-CSC populations within tumors. Whether this can be achieved by single agents or by pairs of agents, each directed toward one or the other cellular compartment, remains to be seen.
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Figure 1. Multi-step progression of cancer and the cancer stem cell (CSC) model
Adapted from Weinberg RA., "The Biology of Cancer", Garland Science. (a) Normal stem cells (SCs) acquire an initial mutation and evolve into a mutant SC population (cells of different cellular states are depicted as circles, mutational events are indicated by pink halo; cells carrying a specific mutations are indicated by colored quarter within “cells”); the latter continues to generate, more differentiated descendants carrying that mutation. Cells within the initially formed mutant SC population acquire another mutation and evolve into an incrementally more neoplastic SC population. The end product is a CSC with tumor-initiating potential. (b) The mutations driving multi-step tumor progression do not strike various SC populations, as indicated above, but strike transit-amplifying populations that are introduced into the corresponding SC populations via a dedifferentiation process.